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President’s Message
By E. Christopher Ellison, MD, FACS

I returned from the annual American College of Surgeons
(ACS) meeting in Chicago impressed with the great efforts
the ACS is making on our behalf. I frequently hear the
question, “What is the College doing for me?” I write to
briefly summarize the important efforts put forth by the
College on the issues that are important to us and to let you
know the College is actively engaged in representing the
interests of surgeons and our patients.
The first and foremost concern of surgeons in Ohio is the
crisis in professional liability. This is closely followed by tort
reform and physician reimbursement. The ACS has taken the
following steps to help us:
1. A political action committee (PAC) was formed under the
leadership of Dr. Andrew Warshaw and the Socioeconomic
Committee of the Board of Governors. Contributions have
totaled over $160,000. The PAC will permit our agenda to
be driven at the congressional level. Dr. Warshaw noted
that if all 40,000 members donated $150.00 we would
have a PAC funded at the same level as the trial lawyers.
The position of the ACS is to support federal legislation to
cap damages in cases of professional liability. Fifteen
lobbyists are helping our efforts. The US House of
Representatives passed such a resolution. Senator Frist,
the Senate Majority Leader, introduced a proposal on the
floor of the Senate. The proposal did not receive the
support needed to stop discussion and have a vote. This
was by a narrow margin.
The Mercury Group in Washington, DC, has been
engaged by the ACS to develop and prepare infomercials
in order to deliver the message to our patients and the
public about the negative impact of the professional
liability crisis on the access to health care. Two of these
spots were prominently displayed at the meeting and
deliver a clear and compelling message that will appear
on television nationwide.

2.

3.

4.
5.

In addition, ACS leadership is involved with the Health
Coalition on Liability Reform and Access to develop tools
to communicate with the legislature as a united front. We
have also combined efforts with a group called Doctors for
Medical Liability Reform. This group consists of general
surgeons, neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons,
cardiologists and other specialists. The mission is to
promote and drive the agenda for liability reform.
The ACS supports correcting the flawed formula for
physician reimbursement. The College was in large part
responsible for erasing the 4.4% reduction in surgeon
reimbursement and converting it to a 1.6% increase.
Efforts continue to reverse a scheduled decrease this year.
For the first time, legislators attended the ACS meeting.
This included Senator Frist, who gave the opening
address, Congressman Phil Gingrey, MD (R - Georgia),
Congressman Michael Burgess, MD, (R -Texas), and one
aspiring candidate attended the ACS meeting. This
resulted in direct and well-received communication with
lawmakers. As Congressman Burgess noted in a panel
discussion with the Board of Governors, surgeons need to
be involved in the political environment. To this end, the
next three Ohio Chapter meetings will focus on
communication with the state legislators. I encourage you
to join us as we make some house calls on the Statehouse
in May 2004.
The voice of American Surgery at the AMA has been
strengthened with increased participation and leadership
in the AMA House of Delegates.
A strategy has evolved to get our patients involved
in the professional liability debate. The medical liability
issue is not about us, but about our patients. The key
ingredient is for us to let our patients know about potential
access issues caused by the liability crisis. Congressional
leaders will understand the lack of access to medical and
surgical services for the people they represent. It is part of
our mission to advocate for our patients. Access to
surgical care has been negatively impacted in a number of
states. Specific examples include the closure of the
trauma centers in Nevada and lack of obstetrical services
in that state as well. Closer to home, the lack of
neurosurgical coverage in Wheeling, West Virginia, has
delayed timely care and required transport of patients to
Pittsburgh. The New Jersey Chapter worked in Operation
House Call. Surgeons and physicians went door to door to
educate patients about the professional liability crisis and
access. A brochure has been developed for us to put in our
offices to emphasize the point. This may be obtained from
ACS Member Services.
See Message, page 3
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From the Executive Office

Drum Roll, Please...
By Brad L. Feldman, MPA, Executive Director

2004 is just around the corner now and
that means we are gearing up to have an
outstanding year. To cap off 2003, here are the numbers
and updates as we head into the new year:
S-PAC
Launched in 2003, the Ohio Surgeons Political Action
Committee has raised over $9400. Nice job and thanks.
See page 6 for a list of contributors to date. If you have
not already donated, please consider doing so in 2004 by
sending a personal check and completed contribution form
(see page 5). The PAC program is an integral part in the
legislative success of our Chapter.
Membership
2003 ended with 979 members - 651 Fellows, 18
Associate Fellows, 161 Retired, 143 Candidates. Thank you
for your membership. It is much appreciated.
2004 is starting out with 777 members to date - 412
Fellows including 36 new members!, 19 Associate Fellows,
162 Retired, 179 Candidates. Great start! Now we just
need the 275 Fellows who have not renewed yet to send in
their applications.
Volunteer Physician Immunity Legislation Passes!
The Ohio House and Senate took final action on Senate
Bill 86, a bill to expand Ohio’s Good Samaritan law to
provide limited legal immunity to physicians and other
health care providers who treat indigent patients as part
of a “virtual” clinic. For more information on this
important piece of legislation, see the full story on page 5.
Online Directory Just for Members
Now you can go online and search for other Ohio
Chapter members! You can search by individual first and
last name, group practice name, practice specialty, city,
state, and zip code. Networking with your peers just got
easier! If you have any questions about the information in
the directory, contact Melissa Rainey in the Executive
Office at (877) 677-3227.

Annual
Meeting
Mark your
calendar for
May 4-5, 2004
- the dates for
the Annual Meeting at the Hyatt on Capitol Square in
Columbus. The spring meeting for the next three years
will be in Columbus, and the focus will be advocacy. The
intent of the meeting is to provide a venue for interaction
with you and your state representatives and senators. In
the afternoon on May 4 we will arrange meetings between
you and the state legislators representing your area. This
will be coordinated through our office. That evening, we
will have a reception with members of the Ohio Senate
and House of Representatives. It is important that the
legislators get to know you, the issues, and our Chapter.
So, please mark your calendars now to attend.
On Wednesday, May 5, we will focus on the Ohio
Committee on Trauma breakfast, Ohio Oration and “The
Business Aspects of Health System Management: A Physician
Practitioner’s Guide to Project Management and Strategic
Planning.” In addition we will have exhibitors and posters as
we have in previous years. We hope to see you then!
E-News
Have you received our first issues of E-News, our
newest publication to keep you up to date? Every couple of
weeks, we will email you our E-News so that you are aware
of the latest. Just make sure we have your email address
in our system to take advantage of this new service.
Contact Information - Just a Reminder
Some of your computers billing systems still have the
old address in Dayton. Please make sure you update your
records so that we get your correspondence. We really
don’t want anything to get lost in the mail.

The Ohio Chapter Staff
Brad L. Feldman, MPA
Executive Director
ocacs_exec@ohiofacs.org
Beth Bickford, MS, RN
Communication & Services Director
ocacs_services@ohiofacs.org

Address
Dixie J. Russell
Assistant Executive Director
ocacs_asstexec@ohiofacs.org
Melissa A. Rainey
Membership Coordinator
ocacs@ohiofacs.org

Ohio Chapter,
American College of Surgeons
P.O. Box 1715
Columbus, OH 43216-1715
www.ohiofacs.org
ocacs@ohiofacs.org

Phone Numbers
Telephone: (614) 221-9814
Toll Free: (877) 677-3227
Fax: (614) 221-2335
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Ohio Committee on Trauma Annual Report - 2003
By Jay A. Johannigman, MD, FACS, Chairman

The Ohio Committee on Trauma (Ohio COT) currently has ninety-one
members, of which seventy-five are active, fourteen are associate and
two are advisory. Anthony Stallion, MD, FACS, has been appointed as
vice-chair and attended the National Committee on Trauma Meeting in
Chicago in the spring of 2003 in this capacity. Over the course of the
last twelve calendar months, there have been two state meetings: the
annual Fall meeting held in Columbus and the annual Spring meeting
held in conjunction with the state’s Chapter meeting, this year held in
Cincinnati.
Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) continues to be a dynamic and
significant focus of the Ohio Committee on Trauma. From January
through September, there have been nineteen ATLS courses conducted in
Ohio, with an anticipated total of twenty-six for the year. Ohio
traditionally ranks in the top five states throughout the nation with
respect to the number of ATLS courses conducted. During the last year, a
number of ATLS course sites have utilized the human mannequin for the
completion of the course. This eliminates the need for an animal
laboratory. It also opens up a number of additional venues for the
teaching of ATLS courses. The overall impression from the course
coordinators and course participants is that this is a favorable change in
the ATLS structure. In addition, the most recent revision of ATLS (Edition
7) is anticipated to be fully in effect during the calendar year of 2003.
Currently, Ohio ATLS instructors are undergoing an update process, which
will be completed by the end of this year.
Ohio’s Trauma Law, also known as House Bill 138, was fully
implemented in November, 2002. Since that time, an additional number
of hospitals have sought and completed their verification process. In
addition, the opportunity to function as a “provisional” trauma center has
also been sought by a number of other facilities. This provisional
designation process allows interested hospitals to participate and
develop their trauma systems for a period of up to eighteen months prior
to formal verification. As of September 2003, Ohio currently has twentyseven verified trauma centers, including fourteen Level 1, eleven Level 2,
and two Level 3 facilities. In addition, there are currently seventeen
facilities functioning under provisional status, including four provisional
Level 2 centers and thirteen provisional Level 3 centers. This is an
exciting time for our state as the number of hospitals actively
participating in the trauma care system has reached an all-time high.
The Ohio Committee on Trauma remains intimately involved with this
process. The Chairman of the Ohio COT sits on the state’s Trauma
Committee, serving as its Vice-Chair. In addition, the state Vice-Chair
also serves on the same committee.

OHIO’S TRAUMA LAW, ALSO KNOWN AS
HOUSE BILL 138, WAS FULLY IMPLEMENTED
IN NOVEMBER, 2002. SINCE THAT TIME, AN
ADDITIONAL NUMBER OF HOSPITALS HAVE
SOUGHT AND COMPLETED THEIR
VERIFICATION PROCESS.

The Ohio COT has undertaken a survey of its members with respect to
volume of trauma patients seen in our trauma centers, as well as the
impact of trauma call on individual surgeon’s practice. The results of this
survey were presented at the state’s annual meeting in May 2003. In brief
summary, it appears that those surgeons who remain involved in the trauma
surgery process average between 4-7 nights of trauma call each month.
The Ohio Committee on Trauma, in collaboration with the Ohio Society
of Trauma Nurse Coordinators, applied for and received funding to
conduct a survey regarding the educational needs of trauma care
providers in our state. This survey, funded through Ohio’s Trauma Law,
specifically examined the educational needs for paramedics, nurses and
physicians within Ohio. The results of this educational survey are now
complete and will be formally presented to the state Trauma Committee,
Governor and General Assembly before the end of 2003.
The Ohio COT is also committed to evolution of the process and
models of fiscal compensation for trauma care and trauma delivery. In
late 2002, Uniform Billing Code 92 (can be abbreviated UB92) was
adopted for use by hospitals on a nationwide basis. This billing code
allows a hospital to uniquely identify a patient who has utilized the
trauma services of a facility. This code may only be applied by facilities
which function within an organized or state verified trauma system. This
billing code is available for all levels of trauma facilities. The Ohio COT
has continued to disseminate information regarding the use of this code
to its members throughout the state.
Finally, the Ohio COT remains involved in the development of future
trauma surgeons in our state and on a national basis. It appears that
there are many increasing challenges to the attraction of general
surgeons to participate in the care of injured patients. There are a
number of factors which are responsible for this, not the least of which is
the perception that care of the injured patient is difficult, disruptive to
other aspects of practice, and largely an unreimbursed care delivery
process. The Ohio COT is working to resolve these issues and continue to
assure the quality delivery of trauma care throughout Ohio.

Message (from page 1)
Patient safety is a major interest for all of
us. I know you are concerned about wrong-site
surgery. Indeed, I think that most of us have
been involved with the development of
institutional policies to prevent such errors and
improve patient safety. The ACS has
emphasized correct-site surgery, rather than
wrong-site surgery. A brochure has been
developed to educate our patients in the
process.
Are you prepared to demonstrate
competency? As part of the patient safety
movement, the American Board of Medical
Specialties (ABMS) and other groups have

established guidelines for physician
competency. The ACS has formed a task force
to address the issues and has developed
tactics to help members, particularly in the
area of practice-based learning. A plan to
develop Palm-compatible software to permit
you to track your outcomes and seamlessly
synchronize your educational activities with a
link to the ACS website is underway and will be
piloted in the next year.
It has been a distinct honor to serve as one
of your Governors for the past six years
alongside a strong Ohio contingent of at-large
governors and as your chapter president this

year. From my viewpoint, the ACS has
undertaken a variety of proactive and assertive
initiatives to help us. The College is the largest
single voice for surgery. I hope you take a minute
to consider ways in which you can help surgery
in general. I ask that you consider a contribution
to the ACS-PAC and the Ohio Chapter S-PAC,
give of your time to meet with political leaders,
and take a few moments to explain to your
patients how the professional liability crisis will
undermine the quality of care and their access
to it. Talk to another surgeon about the ACS and
Ohio Chapter as advocacy organizations for
surgeons and encourage them to join.
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Suit Update - Cincinnati Academy Wins Appeal
Reprinted with permission from www.academyofmedicine.org

The Academy of Medicine of Cincinnati and
the other individual plaintiffs have won the
latest round in the suit filed last year against
four local insurers. The Ohio Court of Appeals
unanimously upheld the findings of a Hamilton
County Court that the doctors could not be
forced, under their contracts with the insurers,
to arbitrate the antitrust claims alleged in the
suit. The same issue is still on appeal in
Kentucky at this time.
Coming on the heels of the $100 million
settlement with Humana, the attorneys for the
Academy, et. al., praised the ruling and indicated
that the suit against the three remaining
insurers will move, “quickly and forcefully.”

waiver would not, however, preclude an
action in the future should Humana violate
the terms of the settlement, or engage in
actionable under-reimbursement conduct.
Q. Do we expect the other defendants to settle
and if so, will the terms be the same?
A. It is not at all unusual for additional
defendants to settle once one defendant has
entered into a settlement. At present, there
are no settlement negotiations proceeding
with Aetna, Anthem or United HealthCare.
We will proceed with the litigation against
the remaining defendants.

Settlement Update Frequently Asked Questions
Listed below are questions most frequently
asked about the Humana settlement in the
Academy’s lawsuit and the answers from the
Academy and its attorneys. This information,
along with other details about the settlement
and the suit, can be found on the Academy’s
website at www.academyofmedicine.org.

Q. Assuming doctors can opt out, in this case,
what does that really mean?
A. Doctors are entitled to opt out. In other
words, they are entitled to exclude
themselves from the settlement, if they so
choose. If a doctor opts out of the settlement,
he or she will not receive the benefit of the
$100 million increase in reimbursements,
and will be entitled to pursue his or her
claims against Humana individually.

Q. Are any Humana plans or panels carved out
and not eligible for potential increases in
reimbursement?
A. No, there are no Humana plans or panels
that are carved out (ineligible) for increases
in reimbursements.

Q. Do doctors who are not now, or who have
never been Humana doctors, get to participate
in the opt-out, fairness hearing, etc.?
A. Doctors who are not now, or who have never
had any contact with Humana will not
participate in the proposed settlement.

Q. Can reimbursement rates go below 2003
levels?
A. No, reimbursements on the whole cannot go
below 2003 levels. Using 2003 physician
reimbursement rates as a base that cannot
be decreased, Humana will increase the
physician reimbursement base for doctors
treating Humana patients by a total of
$100,000,000 over a period of three years
(i.e., 35 percent increase from 2003 base).

Q. If a doctor “just signed” a multi-year
agreement with Humana, can he or she renegotiate given the settlement?
A. Humana has committed to continue to
negotiate with physicians in good faith, and
nothing in the settlement affects the rights
of physicians or practices to engage in
individual contract negotiations. Whether a
doctor or practice can renegotiate a signed
contract with Humana depends upon the
terms and circumstances of the doctor’s
existing agreement with Humana.

Q. Is there any benefit for retired doctors or
even active doctors who no longer
participate in Humana plans?
A. As the settlement with Humana increases
reimbursement rates going forward (i.e., is
prospective in nature), it does not provide any
benefit for retired doctors or active doctors
who no longer participate in Humana plans.
Q. Is there no provision for past underreimbursement for current or future
Humana providers?
A. In exchange for at least a $100 million
reimbursement rate increase from the 2003
rates over the next three years, and
establishment of a Compliance Committee,
Plaintiffs waived all of their claims for past
under-reimbursement by Humana. Such

Q. Can Humana meet the terms of the
settlement by simply adding doctors to their
panels so more are being paid?
A. While Humana can certainly add doctors to
their panels, it is not expected that such an
increase will impact the settlement. This
settlement was driven by a desire to
increase reimbursement rates paid to
physicians in the Greater
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Region. The
settlement sets the base line - not the
ceiling - for a possible increase in
reimbursement rates paid in this Region,
and such additions will not dilute the
increased reimbursement rate paid under
the settlement.

Q. Can Humana meet the terms of the
settlement by allowing or requiring doctors
to do more things and paying them for
those things?
A. Humana has agreed to increase
reimbursement rates paid over the next
three years for services performed. This may
include additional services that physicians
may provide to their patients.
Q. Who is the appropriate person(s) at
Humana to contact about implications of
the settlement?
A. Doctors may contact Humana’s counsel for
a referral to the appropriate person at
Humana with whom to discuss implications
of the settlement:
John A. West, Esq. or
James K. Kareth, Esq.
Greenebaum, Doll & McDonald, PLLC
50 E. RiverCenter Boulevard, Suite 1800,
Covington, Kentucky 41011
Telephone: (859) 655-4200
Fax: (859) 655-4239
Q. Who monitors the actions of Humana over
the coming three years to make sure they
are living up to their end of the settlement?
A. The longer-term and perhaps most
important aspect of the settlement is the
establishment of a Compliance Committee
that, beginning in 2007 and running
through 2010, will monitor reimbursement
rate negotiations between the physicians
and Humana to ensure that the rates were
not the product of anticompetitive
activities, and that physician
reimbursement rates do not return to prelawsuit levels. The Committee will be
composed of three members - one selected
by Plaintiffs, one selected by Humana, and
the third selected by the other two members
(subject to Plaintiffs’ approval).
Q. How will the money actually be allocated by
Humana: proportional to current business
with a practice, by specialty, depending on
the negotiating strength of a practice
and/or some other way?
A. The additional funds available will be
divided among the physicians who have a
contract with Humana. It will not be divided
by specialty.
Q. Are there any “most favored nation”
implications, in either direction, relative to
other plans or Medicare?
A. No, there are not any “most favored nation”
implications related to the settlement.
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Volunteer Physician Immunity Legislation Passes
By Dan Jones, Legislative Agent

Senate Bill 86 - Volunteer Physician Immunity
Senate Bill 86 (SB 86), sponsored by State
Senator Steve Stivers (R-Columbus), provides
expanded immunity to physicians who perform
volunteer services for the indigent uninsured.
Under current law, volunteer immunity is only
extended to physicians who perform services
for the indigent at a free clinic or non-profit
facility. SB 86 attempts to extend immunity to
other facilities where services may be
performed for the indigent.
Despite the logic of SB 86, the bill has

received a fury of opposition testimony.
Opponents of the legislation, representing the
uninsured, claim that the legislation will create
a two tiered system of coverage; those with
insurance have the right to file medical liability
claims, and those without insurance have no
rights to file medical claims. Overcoming the
objections of the opponents, the House Civil
and Commercial Law Committee reported the
bill with a substantive amendment that
requires physician, availing themselves of the
immunity under the bill, to receive a signed

consent form from the indigent patients who
waive their rights to medical claims. The Ohio
Chapter has advocated for passage of the bill.
On December 11, 2003, the bill was passed by
the House and concurred by the Senate. It
awaits the Governor’s signature and is likely to
become effective in the first or second quarter
of 2004.
To review the actual text of SB 86, please
visit the following internet address:
http://www.legislature.state.oh.us/bills.cfm?ID
=125_SB_86.

Medical Claims Review Panel Legislation being
Considered in Columbus
By Dan Jones, Legislative Agent

House Bill 215 - Medical Claims Review
Panels
As a continued response to the medical
malpractice insurance crisis, State
Representative Jean Schmidt (R-Loveland) has
introduced legislation to create a medical claim
review panel for medical malpractice claims in
Ohio. HB 215 would create a system for all
medical malpractice claims to be reviewed by a
panel of medical experts prior to the claims
going to trial. The goal of the process is to
reduce the number of claims. By reducing the
number of claims that actually go to trial, the
bill would reduce the legal expense for
physicians who must defend themselves from
otherwise frivolous or unwarranted claims.

As introduced, the legislation calls for a
panel of three medical experts - one appointed
by the plaintiff, one appointed by the defense
and a third mutually agreed to member. The
medical panel appointed to each case would
hear the medical evidence surrounding the
standard of care provided in the claim. The
panel would make findings as to the medical
care provided to the claimant. Regardless of
the panel’s finding, a claimant could still take
the case to trial. The theory of the legislation
presupposes that a finding in favor of the
physician’s standard of care would be a strong
deterrent for a claimant to pursuit a trial. And
likewise, a finding against the physician’s care
would likely be settled out of court.

HB 215 is currently pending before the
House Civil and Commercial Law Committee.
The Ohio Academy of Trial Attorneys opposes
the legislation. State Representative Schmidt
is currently drafting a substitute version of this
legislation. The sponsor of the bill is intending
to include a “loser pay” concept with the
medical panel’s finding. Cases that go to trial
without a finding of support by the review
panel would subject the loser to pay for the
legal fees of the prevailing side if they were not
successful at trial.
This likelihood of passage of this legislation
is still uncertain. The Ohio Chapter will
continue to update you on the bill’s progress in
2004.

From The College

A Message to ACS Members
Dear Colleague,
On Tuesday, November 25, the U.S. Senate
passed H.R. 1, the Prescription Drug and
Medicare Modernization Act Conference Report
by a vote of 54-44. This action followed a vote
early Saturday morning in the House of
Representatives, where the same legislation
passed by a vote of 220-215. As many
individuals have noted, this legislation will
make the most significant changes to Medicare
since the program’s inception in 1965.
Included in the conference report is a
provision that will halt the 4.5 percent cut in
Medicare physician reimbursement that was

scheduled to take effect on January 1, 2004.
Instead, the legislation will ensure positive
Medicare fee schedule updates of at least 1.5
percent in 2004 and 2005.
The College aggressively lobbied both
Congress and the administration to ensure that
this issue would be addressed in the final
conference agreement. However, we wouldn’t
have succeeded without your help. I want to
thank all of our Fellows who took time from
their busy schedules to write and telephone
their legislators on Capitol Hill-more than
6,000 letters of support were sent by surgeons
to their Senators and Representatives through

the College’s Legislative Action Center. This
effort was instrumental in demonstrating to
Congress the strong support for taking this
action to maintain access to surgical care for
our nation’s senior citizens.
Your continued support of important
activities like this one is very much
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Thomas R. Russell, MD, FACS
Executive Director
American College of Surgeons
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S-PAC Contributors (August through December 2003)
Alan J. Annenberg, MD, FACS

Nancy L. Gantt, MD, FACS

James L. Moses, MD, FACS

Ronald B. Berggren, MD, FACS

John B. Gillen III, MD, FACS

Richard M. Nedelman, MD, FACS

Brent Bogard, MD, FACS

Mustafa Guvendi, MD, FACS

Michael S. Nussbaum, MD, FACS

Raymond J. Boniface, MD, FACS

Ching Ho, MD, FACS

Richard B. Reiling, MD, FACS

Foster J. Boyd, MD, FACS

Mark C. Horattas, MD, FACS

Dixie J. Russell

Bradley A. Bryan, MD, FACS

Donald E. Hura, MD, FACS

Michael D. Sarap, MD, FACS

Aspi M. Byramjee, MD, FACS

Jeffrey T. Innes, MD, FACS

Bhagwan Satiani, MD, FACS

Albert J. Campbell III, MD, FACS

Dennis Ross Irons, MD, FACS

John N. Semertzides, MD, FACS

Virginia M. Davis

Jay A. Johannigman, MD, FACS

Joseph J. Sferra, MD, FACS

Margaret M. Dunn, MD, FACS

Bram R. Kaufman, MD

Marvin D. Shie III, MD, FACS

John A. Dutro, MD, FACS

Gary W. Lemmon, MD, FACS

Michael E. Stark, MD, FACS

E. Christopher Ellison, MD, FACS

Maria T. Madden, MD, FACS

Steven M. Steinberg, MD, FACS

Robert E. Falcone, MD, FACS

Mark A. Malangoni, MD, FACS

Walter J. Telesz, MD, FACS

Brad L. Feldman, MPA

Deborah M. Meesig, MD, FACS

John Scott Wilcher, MD, FACS

Grant L. Franklin, MD, FACS

Walter H. Merrill, MD, FACS

Gary B. Williams, MD, FACS

Richard B. Fratianne, MD, FACS

Todd A. Meyerhoefer, MD, FACS

John J. Zelis, MD

Wesley Furste, MD, FACS

Jayne A. Minier, MD, FACS

YES!

I want to contribute to the Ohio Chapter of the American College of Surgeons
Surgeons Political Action Committee. My personal check is enclosed for:

❑ General PAC Contributor - $125

❑ Bronze Level PAC Contributor - $250

❑ Silver Level PAC Contributor - $500

❑ Gold Level PAC Contributor - $1,000

❑ Other PAC Contribution Amount - $________
Name:
Home Address:
(State law requires a home address.)

City/ State/ Zip:
Daytime Telephone #:
E-Mail Address:
Complete form and return to: OCACS Surgeons Political Action Committee P.O. Box 1715, Columbus, OH 43216-1715
Include personal check only, payable to OCACS S-PAC. No invoicing.
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2004 Membership Application
January 1 – December 31, 2004
Telephone: (614) 221-9814
Toll Free: (877) 677-3227
Fax: (614) 221-2335

GENERAL INFORMATION (Please print or type)
Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________
Employer: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Department (if applicable): _______________________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________ Web Address: ______________________________________
Work Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________ State: ________________ Zip: ____________________
Work Phone: ___________________________________*Work Fax: _____________________________________
Home Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________ State: ________________ Zip: ____________________
Home Phone: __________________________________ *Home Fax: _____________________________________
Preferred Mailing Address:
Email preference:

HTML

Home

Work

Text Only

*Fax and/or email may be used for member communications.

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP
$175 Fellow - Must have met all of the requirements and been formally admitted into Fellowship
of the American College of Surgeons.
$100 Associate Fellow - Must be recognized by the American College of Surgeons as an Associate Fellow.
$0 Candidate - Surgical residents and surgeons in research or surgical fellowship programs who meet the
American College of Surgeons requirements for participation.
$0 Retired- Must have been granted retired status by the American College of Surgeons.

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(Taxpayer ID # for Voucher Use Only: 23-7039480)
Check # _____________ enclosed
(Make checks payable to OCACS.)
Please charge my credit card.
Circle one:
Visa American Express MasterCard Discover
____________________________________________
Account Number

The mission of the Ohio Chapter of the American College of Surgeons is to
educate its members and the public about surgical care within the state of
Ohio, and to support the mission and goals of the American College of
Surgeons.

Payment of dues or other contributions to the Chapter are not tax
deductible as charitable contributions for income tax purposes.
They may, however, be tax deductible as ordinary and necessary
expenses to the extent not allocated to lobbying expenses. The
OCACS estimates that the non-deductible portion of your dues is
15%.

OCACS Payment Processing Center
P.O. Box 71-3055
OCACS Payment
Processing Center
Columbus,
Ohio 43271-3055
P.O. Box 71-3055
Columbus,
Address
thatOhio
credit43271-3055
card is issued to:

____________________________________________
Name of Cardholder

Address
issued to:
Home that credit
Workcard isOther

____________________________________________
Authorized Signature

Home
Work
Other:
_______
________Other
_________________________
_Other:
_____________________________________________________________________________________

________/__________
Expiration date

_______________________
Pin/3-4 digit security code
(Located on back of card.)

________COMPLETE
__________PAGE
______2______________________
PLEASE
PLEASE COMPLETE PAGE 2

2003 .
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Ohio Chapter, American College of Surgeons

2004 Membership Application
January 1 – December 31, 2004
Telephone: (614) 221-9814
Toll Free: (877) 677-3227
Fax: (614) 221-2335

Name: _____________________________________________________
What is your gender?
Female
Male
What year were you born? __________
If you are a Fellow, what year did you become a Fellow of the ACS? __________
If you are an Associate Fellow, what year did you become an Associate Fellow of the ACS? _________
What is your primary practice type? (Please check only one.)
Solo Practice
Group Practice
Hospital-Based Practice
Academic
Other _________________________
Which Ohio county corresponds with your preferred address? _________________________
What is your primary practice specialty? (Please check only one.)
Colo-Rectal
Critical Care
Emergency Medicine
General Surgery
General/Thoracic
Gyn Oncology
Gynecology
Hand Surgery
Humanitarian
Medical Administrator
Neurosurgency
Non-Surgical
Obstetrics

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Ophthalmology/Otolaryngology
Ophthalmology
Oral-Maxillofacial Surgery
Orthopaedics
Otorhinolaryngology
Pediatric Surgery
Plastic Surgery
Surgical Oncology
Thoracic Surgery
Transplantation
Urology
Vascular

What is the primary geographic area of your practice? (Please check only one.)
Urban
Rural
Page 2 of 2
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